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5. COUNTABLE GROUPS WITH 2-TORSION AS COEFFICIENTS
We now take up again the case when 2-torsion is present in the projeeted
coefficient group G. We will only be able to handle the case of countable
groups with 2-torsion, but this at any rate suffices to handle the case
G = 3200 which arose in [4]. We revert to Theorem 2.6 and derive the
following immediate consequence of statement (i) of that theorem.
Proposition 5.1
homomorphisms
Suppose given finitely-generated abelian groups and
where 0 is monic on the torsion subgroup 01 Go. Let I: LG1 -)- LGo be a fixed
but arbitrary homotopy class inducing O. Then we may obtain every homotopy
class LG2 ~ LGo inducing cpO by composing 1with a suitable g: LG2 ~ LG1
inducing tp,
Proof. The hypothesis on (j implies that 0*: r: ~ Tri is epic. Thus
in (2.8) the left-hand vertical arrow is epic. It is then an easy consequence
that every element of [LG2 , LGo] whose a-image is (j*(cp) is itself the
I*-image of some element of [LG2 , LG1 ] whose a-image is tp,
Now let
(5.2)
be a sequence of finitely-generated abelian groups whose direct limit is G.
'I'hen we may realize (5.2) by a sequence of spaces and maps
10 It G In LG(5.3) LG.: LGo~ LG1 +-- .•. L n +- - n+1 +-- ...
The sequence (5.3) induces in its turn, by applying h(X; ), the sequence
(5.4) h(X; Go} 102t. h(X; G1 } ~ •.• ~ h(X; Gn}~ h(X; Gn+d ~ ...
Let us define h(X; LG.}= lim (h(X; Gn) ; In#}. Then h( ; LG.} is a co-
--+
homology theory but it may well depend (up to isomorphism) both on
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the choice of sequence (5.2) and on the choice of realization (5.3). Thus
we are a long way from being able to replace La. by a in the symbol
h( ; La.). We have already shown we may do this in the absence of
2-torsion. In the presence of 2-torsion we know that the best we can
hope is that h( ; La.) depends only on a up to quasi-natural isomorphism.
We will now show that this hope can be fulfilled.
First we remark that we may combine (5.4) with (3.18) and go to the
limit, obtaining, as in the proof of Theorem 4.4, a short exact sequence
(5.5) 0 -+ hn(X) ® a -+ hn(X; La.) >- Tor (hn+l(X), a) -+ 0
We will say that h(X; La.) is quasi-functorial in a if, given La. and
La'. realizing sequences with direct limit (J, G', and given cp: a ->- a', there
is a natural transformation of cohomology theories
(j;: h( ; ia., -+ h( ; LG'.)
such that the diagram
(1'>.6)
0-+ hn(X) ® G -+ »i«, ia;
1-
t 1 @ cp lrp
0->- hn(X) ® a' -+ hn(X; LG'.)
>- Tor (hn+1(X ).a ) ->- 0
1Tor (1, rp)
>- Tor (hn+l(X).a') -+ 0
10Lao +.-( - La t
commutes. It is then immediate that if h(X; La.) is quasi-functorial in G,
then h( ; io., depends only on G up to quasi-natural isomorphism. We
will show that this is true provided we impose an acceptable restriction
on the sequence (5.2). We first prove a preliminary theorem based on
Proposition 5.1.
Theorem 5.7 Let
. 00 01 '. " O~ , o~ ,G.. ao --+ G1 - -+ O2 -+ ... , a .. (.ro----" G1 - -+ G2 -+ ...
be sequences of finitely-generated abelian groups and let
10 It G' LG' I~ IG' I~ LG'LG.: LGo·o----'>-LG1 ··,.LG2 -+ ... , L.: o+-- J 1+- 2 +- ...
be arbitrary realizations of G., a'.. Then if each On is monic on the torsion
subgroup of Gn , every morphism t/J = (<p.): a. -+ G'. may be realized by a
map t/J: LG'. -+ LG.
Proof. Let go: LG~ -+ LGo be an arbitrary realization of <po. Consider
the diagram
I~LG~ ( to;
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We apply Proposition 5.1 with 00 replacing e, ({it replacing ({i. The propo-
sition tells us we may choose gl: LG~ --+ LG I inducing ({il so that 10gI is
the homotopy class represented by gof~. We now iterate the argument
to obtain, successively, suitable maps g2, ga, ... We set LeI> = (g.).
We henceforth confine attention to sequences (5.2) in which each en
is a monomorphism. Clearly cvcry countable abelian group is the direct
limit (union) of such a sequence of finitely-generated abelian groups. We
prove
Theorem 5.8 If we restrict attention to sequences of monomorphisms,
then h(X; LG.) is quasi-functorial in O.
Proof. Wc suppose given
... Gn C On+1 C ... C G
Let Kn=({i-I(G~)n On. Then s; C Kn+l and plainly U Kn=O. Thus we
have the situation n
... Gn C Gn+1 C ... C G
t t
1pn , 1pn t-1
(5.9)
~ ({in+1
... O~ C «: C ... C G'
moreover each K n is finitely-generated as a subgroup of On. We may
therefore apply Theorem 5.7 and realize (5.9) by
(5.10) LK.
LeI>
t
LG'.
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Once more we invoke (3.18) and pass to the direct limit. We obtain
(5.11)
o~ hn(X) i8l G~ hn(X; LG.) ~ Tor (hn+1(X), G) ~ 0
rLlJ'#
o~ hn(X) i8l G~ hn(X; LK.) ~ Tor (hn+l(X), G~ 0
11 i8lcp 1LcfJ# 1Tor (1, cp)
o~ hn(X) i8l G'~ hn(X; LG'.) ~ Tor (hn+l(X), G') ~ 0
Plainly LlJ'# is a natural equivalence of cohomology theories and LcfJ#
is a natural transformation of cohomology theories so that LrJJ# 0 (LlJ'#)-l
is a natural transformation ;p of cohomology theories yielding (5.6) and
hence the theorem.
Remark. The existence of the sequence (5.5) suggests that Theorem
5.8 may be true without any restriction on the sequence (G.). However,
a proof of this along the lines of our proof of Theorem 5.8 would require
a very delicate analysis of the homotopy properties of the spaces LGn•
Crucial results on these spaces were obtained by M. G. BARRATT in [2].
In any case, Theorem 5.8 permits us to say that we have a method of
putting countable groups with 2-torsion in as coefficients which is as
functorial as it can be in view of the already existing defect for finitely-
generated groups with 2-torsion. Thus we are entitled to replace the
notation h( ; LG.) by h( ; G) where G is a countable abelian group with
2-torsion.
6. THE CASE OF ORDINARY COHOMOLOGY
We examine briefly in this appendix the significance of our procedure
in the case in which the cohomology theory h is ordinary (reduced) cellular
cohomology with integer coefficients,
(6.1)
We first prove
Theorem 6.2 If h(X)=H'(X; 3) and if G is a finitely-generated
abelian group, then h(X; G) is the cohomology group of the cochain complex
C'(X) i8l G.
Proof. We consider the diagram
(6.3) C'(X) i8l O"(G)~ C'(X) i8l C'(LG)~ C'(X 1\ LG)
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Here C'(G) is the cochain-complex which consists of G concentrated in
dimension 4. The eochain-complex C'(LG) has F in dimension 4 and R
in dimension 3, where
o--+ R .~ F-~ G --+ 0
is a presentation of G, and e induces e: C'(LG) --+ C·(G). Finally, " is the
Eilenberg-Zilber map. Passing to cohomology from (6.3) we get the result,
since 1 ® Band " induce cohomology isomorphisms.
Corollary 6.4 II h-li'( ; ,3) then h(X; G) is [unciorial in G lor any
finitely-generated coefficient group G.
It is thus possible to introduce coefficients G into this theory h where
G is an arbitrary abelian group. Indeed an obvious argument involving
tensor products and direct limits shows
Theorem 6.5 II h ~H'( ; 3) then the theories h(X; G) introduced in
section" ! and 5 are those based on the cochain complex C'(X) 0 G.
Of course, this is not the usual sense of 'ordinary cohomology with
coefficients in G.' However it is worth remarking that it is the usual sense
if G is finitely-generated. We give a proof here for completeness 1).
Theorem 6.6 Let G be a finitely-generated abelian group. Then the
cochain-map
C'(X) 0 G --+ Hom (C.(X), G)
given by 10 g 1--+ Ig, where Ig(c) ~ I(c)g, c c; C.(X), is a cochain-isomorphism.
Proof. The assertion amounts to this. Let I be a set. Then the
homomorphism
(6.7)
given by q;(f 0 g) = Ig, where Ig(i)~ I(i)g, i E I, is an isomorphism. We
first prove (6.7) when G is free. Suppose then that G is free of rank k.
Let {k} denote the set (1,2, ... , k) so that 3kc~3{k}~~G. Consider, in this
case, the homomorphisms
tp: ,81 0 G --+ 21X{k J, 0: G1 -)- WX{k J
given by
ltp(f 0 g)(i, j)=/(i)g(j), IE 21 , g E 2{kJ, i E I, j E {k}.(6.8) O(u)(i, j) = u(i)(j), u E GI.
1) This argument is essentially due to A. DELEANU. See also [10].
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It is then easy to see that 1p and 0 are isomorphisms and ()rp = sp, so that
rp is an isomorphism.
Next we show that rp is functorial in G. For, given~: G ~ G', we consider
the diagram
21 ® G -_'1"---+ G1
11®~ 1e
BI ® G' --- tp -> G'1
and readily conclude that g1rp(f0g)}(i)~~(f(i)g), {rp(I®~)(t o g)}(i) =
=t(i)~(g). We are now ready to complete the proof that rp in (6.7) is an
isomorphism. Let
O~R-I'-+F~ G~ 0
be a presentation of G with F finitely-generated. Consider the commutative
diagram
(6.9)
1®~ 21 ® F -~ BI 0 G ~ 0
I
i rpG
t
The top row is exact because ,31 is torsion-free, and the bottom row is
exact since a direct product of short exact sequences is short exact. Since
rpR and rpF are isomorphisms, so is rpG, and the theorem is proved.
Re m ar k 1 That rp in (6.7) is not always an isomorphism is shown
by taking G~ 2peo. Then if I is infinite G1 contains elements of infinite
order but BI 0 G does not. This example also shows that our method of
putting in coefficients .81'00 does not agree with the classical method if
we start with the cohomology theory H'( ; 3).
Remark 2 Of course, the cochain-map C'(X) ® G ~ Hom (C.(X), G)
is an isomorphism if C.(X) is finitely-generated, no matter what coefficient
group G we take. Thus the disagreement referred to in the previous remark
requires that G be non-finitely-generated and X non-compact.
Re m a.r k B Corollary 6.4 shows that although, by contrast with
Corollary 2.10, L is not functorial on finitely-generated abelian groups
with 2-torsion, the composite
(6.10) G -? LG ~ X A LG -? h(X A LG)
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may well be functorial for certain cohomology theories h. That the
composite (6.10) is not functorial in general is shown by taking h to be
the generalized stable cohomotopy theory given by
hn(X)= lim [Ek+4X, Ek+nL32].
--->-
k
One may show that the composite (6.10) is functorial in G for any theory
h such that the Hopf map 8 3 ---* 82 induces the zero homomorphism
h(X /\ 8 2) ---* h(X /\ sa) for any X ; we will return to this remark in a
subsequent joint paper with A. Delcanu.
Cornell Univer.,ity, Ithaca, NY, USA
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